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Kitchen accessoires 

 
Fresh ideas for the kitchen:  
Naber presents new product highlights and furnishing features 
 
Act confidently, committedly support the specialist trade and convincingly present fresh ideas – Naber 
has numerous marketing activities to present new product highlights in the area of kitchen accessories 
as well as supplementary interior features. The growing interest of end customers in new products and 
furnishing solutions is dynamically and responsibly addressed. Over the coming months, Naber will do 
its utmost to successfully shape the important autumn business together with its trading partners. 
These are the main steps: 
 
Naber presents digitally 
 
No autumn fair? Wrong, Naber will be digitally present from 19 September 2020 at the 
"küchenherbst.online", the "virtual area30" trade fair and most important kitchen accessories world of 
experience this year. Almost like at an analogue trade fair, trade visitors will be able to get to know and 
examine all the new product highlights in detail, also beyond the regular trade fair period. 
 
Naber is coming round 
 
Always up to date and extremely practical, convincing and comprehensive - in compliance with all 
corona measures: Naber remains consistently close to its customers with a generously expanded 
vehicle fleet. A total of seven Multivans are now showing the latest kitchen accessories on site. 
 
With the clever equipment of the vehicles, the current product highlights can also be convincingly 
presented at the currently required distance. All the Multivans are equipped with modular presentation 
systems, which Naber constantly updates and enhances. These include cleverly designed functional 
displays, for example on exhaust air technology and LED lighting technology, sinks and faucets, as 
well as elegantly shaped switch and socket units, and selected furnishing accessories. The practical 
design of the displays shows in direct contact how attractive and practical high-quality Naber kitchen 
accessories are. 
 
Naber offers something new 
 
Several new products stand out from the wealth of innovative ideas with which Naber supplies the 
accessories market! These include, for example, the flexible mounting frame for kitchen islands 
MONTEC® "Flex-Frame®", attractive Indoor/ Outdoor seating furniture made of 100% recyclable, 
extremely resistant fibreglass polypropylene, the wonderful faucet series "Mio" and "Fuoco" and the 
elegant and uncomplicated niche rear walls ACCOMODA® "TOPit". Added to this are new LED lights 
for conveniently controllable lighting scenarios in the intelligent smart home lighting system LUMICA® 
LIC LED. 
 
MONTEC® "Flex-Frame®" is the name of the smart mounting solution for kitchen island connection. It 
provides a quick and reliable way of mounting water connections and all other components intended 
for installation easily and safely in the base cabinet. The basis of "Flex-Frame®" is a mounting frame 
consisting of two mounting brackets with a sliding centre piece. Wall sections of the water connections 
and drains provided on site can be securely and effortlessly attached. Slotted holes in the centre piece 
of the practical installation aid allow flexible length adjustment to the standard dimensions of kitchen 
base units. All in all: a problem-free quick installation system that is perfectly adapted to the 
requirements of installation professionals. 
 
The new Indoor/Outdoor stools and chairs of the TABLON® "Trill" series are flexible, inviting and 
functional. The UV-resistant fibreglass polypropylene is light and makes the furniture highly mobile. 
One or more stools and chairs can easily be moved around. The non-slip foot caps prevent marks, and 
the particularly resistant material can easily withstand transport or small knocks - and of course 
stacking and moving. And last but not least: "Trill" stools and chairs are completely recyclable. 
 
The ergonomic faucet "Mio" and the window faucet "Fuoco" are perfectly shaped and extremely clever 
in use. "Mio" offers everything that customers expect from an ergonomic faucet: high ease of use 
thanks to the side lever and swivelling outlet with or without laminar aerator, a contemporary choice of 
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Management 
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving 
force behind the development and realisation 
of innovative products. 
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human 
resources, organisation and finance. 
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the 
company with drive and vitality.  
 
 
 

Naber GmbH 
A dynamically growing company within the 
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500 
accessories items belong to the product range. 
Numerous internationally recognised design 
awards underline the innovative power of the 
family-owned business which is successful for 
decades. 
 
 

 

colours comprising chrome, matt black and stainless steel finish, an optional pull-out shower head or 
flexible silicone hose, and a low-pressure version for connection to open hot water appliances. "Fuoco" 
follows the trend towards slimmer faucet design. It can be pulled out and folded down as a window 
faucet with a flick of the wrist. "Mio" and "Fuoco" are thus always the focal point: attractive attention 
magnets at the sink centre. 
 
The new niche rear walls "TOPit" impress with their strong aesthetics and first-class functionality. They 
uncompromisingly follow the current trends towards representative and at the same time discreetly 
understated interior design. Their characteristic appearance is the result of selected processes: for 
"TOPit Spazzolato" niche rear walls, a surface finish is rolled into the cover plate and then enhanced 
with clear varnish. A special lacquer system gives "TOPit Strutturato" a tangibly structured and - 
depending on the incidence of light - seemingly radiant surface that is highly resistant to soiling. Eight 
colours support the convincing integration into a wide style spectrum of sophisticated living kitchens: 
Spazzolato is available in rose, gold, stainless steel, anthracite and copper. Strutturato comes in the 
unobtrusive aesthetically neutral colours silver, black and white. 
 
Naber continuously updated online 
 
The online shop with integrated dealer portal offers the fastest and continuously updated access to the 
entire Naber product range. All product prices and information as well as the availability status with 
real-time information are available at a click. 
 
A further plus point: the constantly updated download centre with easy access to all technical data, 
numerous videos, installation instructions and configuration aids. Availability, prices and desired 
delivery date are listed in your personal shopping trolley, thus ensuring full transparency throughout 
the entire order process right up to delivery - extremely precise and convenient. 
 
Alongside this, the service website compair-flow.com continuously provides extended knowledge on 
the subject of exhaust air technology. Videos, graphic overviews and tips on current topics such as 
island and downdraft exhaust air solutions leave no questions about pleasantly clean air in the kitchen 
living space unanswered. 
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